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In presenting to our readers the article THE GUITAR MAKER
ANDHISTECHNIQUES,by H. E. Huttig I, the Editors of THE
GUITARREVIEWhope that it will be of help to the beginner
as well as to the accomplished artist in acquiring a clearer
understanding of the construction of the guitar. Such
knowledge in the case of the beginner will help him avoid
the costly disappointment of acquiring an inferior instru-
ment and will certainly help performing artists in selecting
an instrument of the finest construction as far as traditional
methods are concerned; or in giving definite specifications
when ordering a new one fromn a luthier.
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The steady upsurge of the guitar during the past ten years
has made more poignant the need for continuing laboratory
research by scientists and luthiers particularly in that aspect
of the guitar construction which involves relative sonority
of woods and in establishing the best dimensions of the
guitar tone chamber. Some notable research on the sonority
of violins has been conducted and the results were pub-
lished by Carleen Maley Hutchins in her article The Physics
of Violins, which appeared in Scientific American, Novem-
ber 1962. Similar investigations devoted to the guitar are
long overdue.

The Guitar Review is issued irregularly.. . it is sold in
volume form and can be ordered serially by either three
or six consecutive issues.
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*.... $2.0o The Editors wish to thank Mr. Huttig for offering his
knowledge and experience to our readers in this extensive
work; for his patience in rewriting the original draft of the
article several times, and for his friendly cooperation. To
Mr. John C. Tanno goes credit for the major part of the
section on Tone Production, the unit on "A Brief DisCussion
of the Construction and Assembly of the Guitar by Non-
Spanish Luthiers,/" a large part of the information contained
in the footnotes, and the expansion of bibliographic refer-
ences. This blend of knowledge and experience has made
the article doubly valuable.
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We also extend our gratitude to Mauricio Benedetti for
inaginative and well composed photographs; to Titi Ama-
deo, Miguel Company, José Rubio and Manuel Velazquez
for helping us to photograph various stages of guitar con-
struction; to Chico Taylor for the drawing of the exploded
view of the guitar; and to Antoio Petruccelli for illustra-
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